
Note: Coverage areas are for illustrative purposes only, actual coverage will vary based on body lines and kit software. 
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Valor Select
BlackA la carte

 

 

A-Pillars & Header 

Headlight Kit

Full Hood

Full Roof

Partial Hood
& Fenders

Rocker Panel Kit
covers lower rocker panel and
rear wheel impact area (2 pcs)

(3 pcs)

(3 pcs)

covers approximately 22”
of the front of the hood

Front Bumper

Partial Hood

$200 N/A

$600

$180

$600

$500

$550

Retail $1400.00
Package  $1190.00

Retail $2250.00
Package $1920.50

Retail $1950.00
Package $1657.50

Retail $1300.00
Package $1105.00

$700

$300

Retail $9000.00
          Package $7650.00

$800

$225

$800

$550

$750

NA

$350

 

 

$50

$110

$50

$175

$175

$375

$650

$100

N/A

$150

$60

$225

$225

$500

$750

N/A

Door Sills

Door Cup Kit
(per set of 2)

(per set of 2)
Door Edge Kit

(per set of 2)

Rear Wheel
Impact Area

Front or Rear
Splash Area

Door

Full Fender

Side Mirrors
(per set of 2)

(2 pcs)

(2 pcs)

(2 pcs)

Luggage Sill
covers the sill between the
bumper and trunk or bonnet

 

$70 $100

Full Hood & Full Bumper

Front Clip Kit

Daily Driver

22” Basic Kit

Full Vehicle

partially covers the hood and front fenders, plus 
the entire front bumper, headlights, backs of the 
painted side mirrors, and the A-pillars

covers the painted surfaces of the entire hood, 
front  bumper, and the backs of the paintedside 
mirrors

covers the painted surfaces of the entire hood, 
fenders and front bumper, and the backs of the 
painted side mirrors

partially covers the front fenders and hood, plus 
the entire front bumper and backs of the painted 
side mirrors

SELF-HEALING    /    ROCK CHIP PREVENTION    /    UV PROTECTION    /    CHEMICAL RESISTANCE
Valor is “1-&-Done technology,” incorporating paint protection film with a ceramic coating!

12
Year Limited

Warranty

8
Year Limited

Warranty


